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Example of one input sentence in different conditions
- Input: “Point the triangle and then touch it”
- Output: point (triangle) ; touch (triangle)
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Model details and parameters









P	OY1	N	T DH	AH0	T	R	AY1	AE2	NG	G	AH0	L AH0	N	D	DH	EH1	N T	AH1	CH IH1	T	 .
point the										triangle	 and									 then										touch it								 .
SW the										SW and										then										SW it							 .
point the										triangle	 and									&															 touch it							 .
SW the										SW and									 &															SW it							 .
P	OY1	N	T DH	AH0	T	R	AY1	AE2	NG	G	AH0	L P	UH1	T	DH	EH1	N	T	AH1	CH IH1	T	 .
point the										triangle	 put then										touch it								.





































Memory of SWs 
Function words (FWs)















&: Infrequent FW symbol














Mean error in percent (with std) for full sentence comprehension
Conditions Default INF NOISE
PHON 18.49 (1.76) N/A 33.11 (0.77) 
WORD 18.12 (1.38) 16.51 (1.26) 29.73 (0.48) 
CONST 21.46 (1.41) 17.71 (1.49) 40.53 (0.77) 
Update	equation	of	the	reservoir	(recurrent	layer)	and	
the	readout	(output	layer):
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Video	of	Human-Robot	Interaction:							
youtu.be/FpYDco3ZgkU
Corpus	and	code:	
github.com/neuronalX/EchoRob
Links
Corpus	is	composed	of	190	English	sentences.	[3][5]	
Word	to	phoneme	conversion	is	done	with	CMU	dict. Results	for	10-fold	cross-validation	(4-fold	for	NOISE)	averaged	over	100	instances.	Full	sentence	comprehension	imply	
that	all	output	roles	are	correctly	recognized.
Matrices	Win and	W are	randomly	generated.	
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